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Effectiveness of IDS
class under evaluation
by Julie Blair
campus editor
Debate continues as the Board of
Academic Affairs evaluates the effectiveness of Hope's popular Encounter With Cultures course, IDS
295, after its two year trial period as
an interdisciplinary class.
Though the Board unanimously
agrees multiculturalism needs to be
incorporated int^ the classroom,
some question remains as to whether
an interdisciplinary course is the
best means to do so.
Created in part by the Academic
Affairs Board, faculty and student
interest groups and funded by a grant
provided by Exxon, the class explores the issues of race, gender,
ethnicity and culture.
Over the semester students study
the history and future of Native-,
\frican-, Hispanic- and AsianAmericans through varying medias
including literature and film. Guest
speakers and field trips are also incorporated into the semester.
Though there has been little disagreement over the content of the
course, the Board disagrees how to
classify it.
Introduced into the curriculum in
1990 as a three credit interdisciplinary class. Encounter With Cultures
now works in place of some core
requirements. IDS 295 eliminates
the need to take component 2 of the
cultural history requirement, a second course in the fine arts or religion
or social science requirement.
Some on the Board object to this,
as they feel Encounter With Cultures is not as rigorous as other
classes that fulfill the core and unworthy of three credits. On the other
hand, professors who teach it say
their students put in as much time as

do students in a more traditional
course such as religion or history.
By classifying the course as interdisciplinary. instructors must be
drawn from other departments.
Some argue this lakes professors
away from areas of expertise and
diverts their attention. Others say it
sharpens their teaching skills and
keep them current on important issues as well as providing students
with diverse perspectives.
"We should be disciplined to
teach outside our field," said Barry
Bandstra, associate professor of religion and IDS professor for the past
four semesters. "We don't claim to
be experts but we are able to analyze
rigorously and responsibly. We have
a different target, but use the same
techniques."
Some Board members vote to
eliminate IDS 295 entirely, as they
feel it duplicates topics already examined in the standard core. Other
options include observing (he class
for another three years, as was suggested by an outside academic reviewer.
In addition to discussing the classification and discontinuation of the
course, the Academic Affairs Board
continues to analyze the structure of
the class.
Geared toward sophomore learning levels. Encounter With Cultures
staff hope their class provides students with exposure to the issues
early on in their curriculum so that
they may make career choices based
on what they experienced in class.
However, through the years, upperclassmen began filling the class
slots. When revised, the course
would need to be tailored to a different market, said IDS professor

see IDS page 12
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"SCHWINN" DAMAGED BY UNKNOWN CULPRIT. Bill Van Fossen's sculpture lies
at rest following last week's destuctlon.

Vandals strike student art exhibit
by Jodi McFarland
staff reporter
Vandals struck a Hope student's
outdoor sculpture on display in front
of the DePree Art Center sometime
in the night last Monday.
The sculpture, an assignment for
a Sculpture II class, had been on
display only weeks when the vandalism was discovered the morning
of Tuesday, Oct. 26.
"It's a shame that people do stuff
like this," said sculptor Bill Van
Fossen, a non-traditional student
here at Hope.
Van Fossen spent about three
weeks creating the project from start
to finish. The sculpture, entitled
"Schwinn", consisted of three iron
circles arranged to form an open.

circular cage with a rusty Schwinn
bicycle suspended in its center. The
bicycle and globe turned independently from each other.
The bicycle, which Van Fossen
found challenging to secure, has been
wrenched completely from the
globe, and now lies on its side. There
is at least a one fool difference in the
alignment of the pole to which the
bicycle was attached, and its two
halves jut crookedly in the empty
space where the Schwinn was once
connected.
"I doubt seriously that it was an
accident by someone who was just
spinning it," said Van Fossen. "It
was heavily welded and would have
required a pretty hefty jerk."
The police were not called to
report the incident because the only

way to solve it would be for the
guilty party to tum itself in, and Van
Fossen feels he cannot name a dollar
amount for the piece's value, making a damages claim difficult.
On a plaque in the entry way of
the DePree Art Center is a quote by
Hugh Depree, the benefactor of the
building's renovations. "Creativity
is also hard work," it says.
"People have a tendency to think
the arts aren' t a serious area of study.
Our work is just as important to us as
anybody else's is to them," said Van
Fossen. He likened the destruction
of the piece to the emptying of
someone's test tubes in the chemistry department.
"It was just an act of stupidity

See VANDALS page 11

ide safe holiday for local youths Confessions
by Mellissa Endsley
arts & entertainment editor
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In an effort to become more involved with the community. Student Congress membersparticipated
in Saturday's Uth-day, a celebration of Holland's youth sponsored
by the Human Relations Department of the Holland City Council.
Congress members helped with
games, projects and science activities for some 700children who took
part in the event at the Holland Civic
Center.
Uth-Day was presented by the
city as a safe and entertaining alternative to trick-or-treating. "We
wanted to sponsor something that
would promote anti-violence as well
as reward children for positive behavior," said Human Relations Director Jos6 Renya.
The event resembled a fair with
various activities going on simultaneously. Pizza and pop were donated by Pizza Hut. United Way
donated candy and treats.
Donald Cronkite. professor of
biology, was in charge of a science
booth that gave kids a chance to
study the heart muscle and its reac110ns
AfliMHorton
to various outside stimuli such
SOME
as cold temperatures and feelingsof

YojhDay.

anticipation. "This is my attempt
to encourage children in fte world
of science," Cronkite said "I want
them to see how much fun it can
really be."
In addition to activities set up
for the children, various community organizations set up booths
and passed out literature for the
parents, Among the volunteer
groups represented at Uth-Day
were El Centro Mental Services,
Community Action H o u s e ,
Greater Holland United Way,The
Children's Resource Network,
The Good Samaritan Center and
Tlie Salvation Army.
Following the fair, open for
children 13 and under, a dance
was held for those children over
13. DJ FrankieLeeCadenaplayed
until 12:30 a m., providing a safe
Halloween celebration for the
older children.
^Participation in events such
as Uth-Day are the type of commitments that have been the intention of this Congress from the
Sprt;- said Student Congress
President Eric Foster, "If there is
any notable innovative feature to
this year's Congress it's our true
concern for developing a relationship with the irarnediate community."

of a playgirl

A Nykerk Preview
by Jodi McFarland
staff reporter
You will see smiling, postureperfect song girls, two self-assured
orators, and the confident women of
the plays at the Nykerk Cup Competition this Saturday at 8 p.m.
But, as you sit in the Civic Center, you will not see what pulled
these ordinary Hope students from
their studies and transformed them
into the extraordinary young women
of Nykerk.
Now, if you don't already know,
Nykerk is a competition between
first and second year women in three
areas: song, oration and play. Based
on the experiences that I am having
in the k97 play, however, I can tell
you that there is much more to it
than that.
So what is Nykerk all about?
Nykerk is about camaraderie .It's
about the special friendships created between fellow cast mates and
coaches. It's the people you meet,
from your mystery morale guy (we
call them playboys) to your secret
pal from the opposite class. It's be-

See NYKERK page 11
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The Decline of Feminism and the Rise of Femininity
Just a few days back, in my
religion class we were reading a
book by a woman who called
herself a Christian feminist. In the
course of the discussion, people
started feeling uneasy and
questioning her ideas. Finally a
member of my class said, "This is
all nonsense, these feminists just
seem to pick on any old issue and
say they have been discriminated
against and made to feel subjective." He seemed frustrated with
the book we had read; and the
class seemed relieved that
someone had actually expressed
that position. It seemed as though
there was going to be a thunderous
applause to that statement. But,
because the teacher was there, the
class celebrated it in a more subtle
way. This frustration with
feminism is just a microcosm of
the macrocosm in America.
The feminist movement started
out with a genuine concern for
equality of the sexes. Their
original concerns dealt with voting
rights, equal pay for equal work,
literacy programs, etc. These
causes were and are justifiable and
great, but now some feminists
seem to have radically changed
course. Now radical feminists
believe that complete liberation
can't be reached without a career,
an abortion and a divorce.
Sheila Cronen, a leader of the
feminist movement says, "Since
marriage constitutes slavery for
women, it is clear that the
women's movement must concentrate on attacking marriage.
Freedom for women cannot be
without the abolition of marriage. ,,
Consider also this excerpt from
the National Organization for .
Women Times: "The simple fact
is, every woman must be willing
to be recognized as a lesbian to be
fully feminine." Jennifer Getty,
who wrote a letter to The College
News in the Chicago area observes
that, "in the dark caverns of
NOWian thought, radical feminists preach that marital consum-

have a baby, you've been raped
twice." These feminists also want
the government to raise their kids
(so that they can be liberated from
bondage) and also believe that
men and women are inherently the
same. These are the type of
feminists that seem to be quoted
by the general news media today.
But, they don't represent the
people anymore, especially
women.
The revolt against feminism
has been, interestingly enough, led
by women themselves. A Time
and CNN poll found that 63
percent of women today don't
consider themselves feminists. A
recent USA Today-CNN-Gallup
poll shows that more women than
men think that wives should stay
home and husbands should woric
(53% men vs. 59% women). The
specific item responded to was
"the man is the achiever outside
the home, and the woman takes
care of family." The same poll
also found out that more women
than men (44% compared to 33%)
would prefer a male boss. Fortyeight percent of the women polled
thought that the feminist movement has made women's lives
harder than 20 years ago. A
Reader's Digest poll found that
74 percent of married couples with
children say that a mother of small
kids should raise them full time if
there is no financial necessity to
work.
According to Cal Thomas, a
syndicated columnist, ' T h e
upsurge in the divorce r a t e . . . has
caused many women to experience a significant drop in income
and loss of lifestyle, not to
mention the rise in juvenile crime
linked primarily to broken
homes." Paul Harvey, a radio
commentator, said that women
have shown men that they can do
the same things with the same
quality, and having done so, they
are going back and doing what
they really love to do. But he
added that this has come at a price

because society has made it less
honorable and inferior to stay at
home and work.
Many women's organizations
are springing up around the
country to replace the feminist
movement. These organizations
believe in inherent differences
between women and men,
traditional family values, equal
pay for equal work, and other core
needs of women, and they also
take an active part in politics.
Concerned Women for America, a
leading women's group, dwarfs
the radical feminist group NOW
by 500,000 members. Another
group is called Home by Choice,
an advocacy group for mothers.
In 1991, the annual number of
women having children jumped
significantly with younger
women and older women who had
postponed having children now
bearing them. U.S. News & World
Report notes that there has been a
slight but significant drop in the
number of mothers in the work
force. A 1989 survey by the Roper
Organization found that 66
percent of women found having
children "very satisfying" and
only 35 percent said the same
about their jobs. The Reader's
Digest poll found that 58 percent
of married couples also opposed
using tax dollars for abortions, and
polls (e.g. Gallup and Worthlin)
taken before the passage of the
Hyde Amendment found that
more poorer women were opposed
than richer women to tax funded
abortions.
There seems to be a spontaneous change in society because
women want to be feminine in the
most fundamental of ways.
Diverse groups of women sense a
change in the tide and are naturally responding to it, and the
media, the government, and men
need to recognize this natural
change and accept and promote it.
Motherhood is becoming popular
and respectable again, and women
don't want to be made to feel
make.

Student observes congress operations
by Shonn Colbrunn
guest reporter
(Editor's note: This article was
submitted as part of a joint effort
between Congress andlhe Anchor
in which reactions from the student
body about the job Congress is doing are reported to the community.
If interested in attending a meeting
and submitting your observation for
publication, contact Congress President Eric Foster.)
For one of my classes this fall, I
chose to observe our Student Congress as a case study of organizational communication. In addition
to the wonderful group dynamics
and cultural performances, I have
also had the opportunity to see firsthand what really goes on when our
student representatives meet. And
honestly, I have been rather impressed.
One thing I've seen in Congress

this year is a strong goal orientation
and efforts to achieve these goals.
The members have been active in
improving relations both on campus
and in the community. Another thing
that impressed me was the new ideas,
such as the constituent concern cards
and task groups, which make the
meetings more effective and efficient.
Also, every issue brought up at
meetings is addressed seriously and
looked into, even ones that I thought
were no big deal. The group
struggled at first with some of the
formal procedures and meeting
places, but the officers are doing a
good job of improving and comnuinicating with the representatives.
I guess the main feeling that I get
is that Congress is ready and willing
to handle any ideas, complaints, or
suggestions from us as students. I
even brought up an issue to my
representative that is currently be-
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ing handled by the appropriate task
group. Congress has some strong
connections with the administration,
and they have a knack for getting
things done.
I would suggest to anyone with
an idea or concern to talk to your
representative. (No, they didn't pay
me to write that.) I just don't think
enough of us know what Congress
can do. My friends and I have been
complaining to each other for years
about the Kletz hours. But, when
Congress brought it up, it was fixed
in a week. You could even go to a
meeting and tell the group about it.
I know the officers would be absolutely delighted to have students attend.
Again, I have been impressed
with Student Congress so far this
year. They have a lot of good ideas
and energy, and they have the potential to make a strong impact on
campus this year.

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
Over 15,000 firefighters have battled widespread wildfires across
five counties. The counties of Los Angeles, Ventura, Orange, Riverside and San Diego were declared federal disaster areas by President
Clinton. While no deaths have been reported, over 30 firefighters and
others have been injured. Approximately 100,000 acres have been
scorched, and 600 homes have been destroyed with damage estimates
topping 17 million dollars. Arson is believed to have caused at least
some of the blazes, and 6 out of the 17 major blazes were still out of
control this weekend.
UNITED STATES
An unfortunate prediction has proven true, as AIDS became the
principal killer of males between the ages of 25 and 44. The Centers for
Disease Control (CDC), which tracks figures of communicable diseases, indicates that AIDS is the 4th leading cause of death for women
in the same age group. Nearly 340,000 Americans have the AIDS virus,
and over 200,000 of that number have already succumbed to the
disease. Separately,only 1 7 5 c a s e s o f measles were reported in the first
half of this year, a 99% decrease from the over 13,000 cases reported
in 1990.
UNITED STATES
The total national debt has topped 4.3 trillion dollars, even as fiscal
1993 budget deficit accounts delivered positive news. The fiscal year
ending this past September 30 saw a deficit of $255 billion. Although
part of the reduction was due to lower interest rates on the debt. $15
billion was not, as expected, appropriated by Congress to oversee
action of property owned by bankrupt S&L's.
WASHINGTON
The scandal surrounding Oregon Senator Bob Packwood continues
to evolve. Last week it was disclosed that Packwood kept personal
diaries which detailed both his own alleged sexual advances as well as
thatof other Washington insiders. After the Senate Ethics Committee
subpoenaed and examined the Packwood diaries, questions arose
concerning possible criminal charges against the 4 term Republican.
Packwood has steadily denied any criminal wrongdoing, even as 26
women, collectively known as the "Packwood 26" continue to charge
that each was the subject of unwanted sexual advances.
UNITED STATES
President Clinton's woes increase with result of a recent Wall Street
Journal/NBC News poll. In the area of foreign policy, 58% of those
polled expressed dissatisfaction with Clinton's management. Only
33% voiced approval of Clinton's foreign policy, and that ebb of
support has crossed over into areas of domestic concern. By a margin
of 27 to 22%, voter now state that they have greater confidence in
Republicans in dealing with issues of the economy. Although Democrats still are preferred in issues of health care, education, and dealing
with the.deficit, miscues by the Clinton administration has shaken
voters' confidence.

Wiofficial'Student

Congress 'Minutes

October 28,1993
Submitted by secretary Kristen Douglass
Presidential Remarks
late.
• D o u g l a s s and Anne Bakker• Heaton announced some
Gras were attending NACA con- changes to the Parking Proposal,
ference, in Louisville, Kentucky, First, students wiU be able to drive
Nina Bieliauskas filled in as sec- to Public Safety and have them
retajy,
find
you a spot. Secondly, faculty
Board Committee and Organi- parking lots will be open to stuzation Reports
dents from 9 p.m. till 7 a.m., with
. K. Foster announced that the exception of Nov. 15 to March
WomenStudieswillmeetonTue., 15. The Dow parking lot will be
Nov. 9, to revise the Sexual Ha- available all year long as well,
rassment policy.
Chris asked that this information
• Lane announced that the be passed along, verbally, to felW o m e n ' s Issues Organization low students, and explained that
will meet on Nov. 10.
there will be an article in an upTradtional Constituency Re- coming Anchor.
New Business
ports
Budget Hearing:
«. Otto requested a formal exSailing budget passed. Basplanation of the reported gunshots
heard
HCiUvl on
Ull Mon.,
IVIV/II.*OteL
v/vu 18 at 1 a.m.. ketball budget
o fell underi_$500 and-4
Heaton saidalthough the students would not need to be passed
should remain informed, it's at through the entire Congress,
the college's discretion to release Yantis moved to allocate $ 1,433
a statement.
to the Lacrosse team, seconded
•.Giles also brought up a con- by K. Foster and passed by unanicem about tickets sold from SAC, mous vote.
specifically noting tickets for the
Announcements
All College Sing and what hap- , • Giles asked that everyone
pens to seats if the ticketholders participate in the elections on
show up late to an event. Heaton Tuesday, November 2, over the
responded by defending SAC, School Millage proposal,
commenting that there will soon
The next meeting is schedule
be signs posted as to what will for Nov. 4 at 8p.m. in Maas Conhappen to your tickets if you are ference room.

NBD provides CASA grant for school children
by Nina Bieliauskas
staff reporter
NBD Bank has awarded the
Children's After School Achievement Award Program at Hope College a grant for $1,000 to be put to
useoverthe 1993-94academic year.
The CASA Program provides
cultural awareness, substance abuse
prevention, tutorial and career experiences to the children in grades
kindergarten through 8th grade in
the Holland area who are at a highrisk of failure.
Originally started in 1987 as a
latch key program at the First United
Methodist Church, the program was
brought to Hope with a grant for

$68,000.

i

Within two years the CASA Program was awarded the National
Exemplary Program Award, an elite
award granted to only eight programs in a given year. Hope's own
program is funded through various
grants and donations, unlike most
others that are funded through the
National Exemplary Program itself.
Originally CASA patterned it's

program after the Upward Bound
Program, but since then has taken
it's own path. Presently CASA
boasts a budget of $130,000, and
every penny is needed. Students
from Lincoln, Longfellow, St.
Francis de Sales, Van Raalte and
Washington schools are transported
to and from the Hope campus.
With the contribution graciously
given by the NBD Bank, transportation services have been extended to
the Calvary Baptist, Holland
Heights, Jefferson and Lakeview
schools.
The program's aim is to provide
what have been traditionally the
underrepresented youth a better
chance. High school graduation is
expected to rise, as well as an improvement in post-secondary education.
The students meet twice a week
throughout the school year, in approximately two hour sessions. Hope
students help and tutor these students, at a ratio of no more than 2
students to one tutor. Not only do
they help with homework, but Hope
students provide excellent role mod-

els. In the summer CASA reaches required for at least one semester, school work, and support for their
extensive heights with a six-week All the training of tutoring, of how daily lives. Hope students receive a
summer session which gets ex- to avoid difficulties, of cultural sen- multi-cultural experience and the
tremely involved with the kids, sitivity will be taught. A sincere chance to truly make a difference.
Teachers and resources from the interest is what is needed.
It works. An independent survey
Holland C o m m u n i t y are fully
"So far all of our tutors have been conducted by Child and Family Serutitilized.
excellent," said vices concluded that on average,
The requirements
CASA Program within the first year, each student's
"My daughter
for each student to
Coordinator John grade point increased by 1/2 a letter
brags
about
it
to
enter CASA parallel
Heydens, "There is grade. There was over a 1.1 grade
the
other
kids.*
those of the state crinot one complaint, level of improvement in all core
teria, those of a child
not one failure."
classes, so the children entering into
She can't wait
who is at a "highBoth students the program come out learning betto
go
every
risk" of not graduatand tutors have so ter than those students who didn't
week,
and
she
ing f r o m high
much to gain from meet the criteria to join.
school. Once the
the experience. "I
"The CASA Program is an exenjoys
student is recogwatched one girl in cellent model which can be used to
accomplishing
nized, he or she is
particular go from the benefit of young students across
so
much."
recommended by his
stubbornly refusthe country," said Jack Westrate,
or her school to
ing to get involved, second vice president, NBD Trust
—Debbie
Hope's program.
refusing to even Department, at NBD Bank's office
Rivera
There are a certain
bring her home- in Holland.
amount of slots alwork, to then tum
"My daughter brags about it to
lotted to each school based upon the around and become extremely pro- the other kids," said Administrative
number of students there who fall ductive. She and her tutor have since Assistant Debbie Rivera, "she can't
within the range of "low income."
become close, laughing and work- wait to go every week, and she enIn order for a Hope student to ing together really well." said In- joys accomplishing so much."
become active in the CASA pro- terim Academic Coordinator
"It is a great program," said
gram all he or she m usl do is show an
Heather Heydens.
Heydens, "I've never seen another
interest and make the commitment
The students receive help in their like it anywhere else."

Faculty hosted at Meiji Gakuin Students de-stress
Both parties are very happy with
the addition to the prpgram. "We
are enthused about the opportunity
Next year, the relationship be- our new faculty exchange program
tween Meiji Gakuin University and provides for increased understandHope College will expand to in- ing," said Kan'ichi Fukuda, presiclude a faculty exchange program in dent of Meiji Gakuin University,
addition to a student exchange pro- 4*who feels the two programs can
gram.
complement and enhance each other.
Meiji Gakuin is a Christian uniAt the same time, Neal Sobania,
versity, founded in 1877 by Ameri- director of international education
can missionaries.
at Hope, feels that this program
The Hope-Meiji Gakuin student "demonstrates our two schools'
exchange program began with stu- commitment to even better educatdents from Meiji Gakuin visiting ing our students about our two counthe Hope campus. In 1980, the tries."
program became a bilateral exThe professors involved will jourchange, with Hope students travel- ney to the other country and teach
ing to Japan as well.
one semester of courses in his or her
by Eric Dettman
staff reporter

field. When the semester is completed they will be allowed to conduct research in an area of their
interest for the second semester.
Bruce W i l k e r s o n of Meiji
Gakuin, who is a linguistics and
communication professor and also
director of the university's Center
for International Cooperation in
Education, will be at Hope during
the fall. He feels the exchange program will have a lasting impact.
"There is a possibility of developing a pool of people on campus
who have a living understanding of
the culture, the problems and the
various kinds of advantages and disadvantages of living in another culture," Wilkerson said.

First of America establishes
scholarship for minority students
HOLLAND — First of America
Bank-West Michigan has established a scholarship for minority
students from West Michigan who
plan to attend Hope College and
major in business or accounting.
"First of America Bank is proud
to make this scholarship available to
show our commitment to education
and the advancement of minority
students," said Phil Koning, community bank president with First of
America Bank-Holland. "This
scholarship helps cover the costs of
education and provides work experience for a Hope College student."
"Hope College is proud to establish this scholarship with First of
America Bank-Holland with the
single purpose of preparing minority students for significant positions
in business and banking," said
Alfredo Gonzales, assistant provost
at Hope. "Partnerships like this will
ensure that there will be an available
pool of well-prepared students to
assume leadership in the years to
come."
The scholarship's first recipient

"vlir

is Malachi Gallegos, a Hope College junior from Traverse City. An
accountingmajor, Gallegos isa 1991
graduate of Traverse City Senior
High School and is the son of
Jonathan and Johanna Gallegos of
Traverse City.
The $4,000 annual tuition scholarship is renewable for up to three
years. With an incoming freshman
to be chosen next year and in subsequent years, there will eventually be
multiple scholarship holders on campus.
First of America will provide
opportunities for the recipients to be
employed with the bank part-time,
primarily during the summer, during the college years. Scholarship
recipients who graduate from Hope
with a major in business or accounting will be encouraged to apply for
full-time employment in the Bank's
management training program.
Recipients of the scholarship
must be from West Michigan. Future emphasis will be on candidates
who have permanent residency in
Mason, Oceana, Muskegon, Ottawa

or Kent counties, or portionsof Lake,
Montcalm, Ionia and Allegan counties. The students must also be
African American, Asian-American,
H i s p a n i c - A m e r i c a n or Native
American.
Also required are a 3.0 high
school cumulative grade point average; an ACT score of 18 or an SAT
of 740; and majoring in business or
accounting at Hope College as a
full-time student. Recipients must
also maintain a 2.5 cumulative grade
point average at Hope.
Any interested students must apply and be admitted to Hope by
February 15 of their senior year in
high school. They should also note
on their application that they intend
to major in business or accounting.
The college's Admissions Office
will review and screen the applications of admitted students who meet
the eligibility requirements. The
most qualified candidates will be
referred to First of America for interviewing and final selection by the
scholarship program committee.
-—Hope College News Service

with massage therapy
by Amy Vivio
staff reporter
With tests and all-nighters
abounding, "relaxation" is not a
term that comes readily to mind
when one thinks of college, but
some 15 students were treated to
stress relieving massages as part
of the residence life program at
Phelps Hall Wednesday night.
Massage therapy, explained
Majorie Gilde-Johns, a massage
practitioner from Body Perfections Ltd., used to be looked upon
as a luxury, but it is now increasingly being seen as valuable. This
"manipulation of soft tissue for
therapeutic purposes" enhances
joint and muscle function, improves blood circulation, and
helps to relieve mental and physical fatigue.
Gilde-Johns had the group
split up attenders into pairs and
showed them how to massage
the back and shoulders; legs and
feet; arms and hands; and the
head and face.

Everyone present had the opportunity to be worked on, and
everyone, judging by the smiles,
enjoyed it.
"I like seeing people coming
in frowning and saying,'Oh, what
a day!' and going out with smiles
on their faces—that's my reward," she said.
Gilde-Johns started working
in her profession after recovering
from a hit-and-run accident in
1985. Since then, she has had
nearly 1000 hours of training,
and has been licensed by the
American Massage Therapy Association. She also has many clients from Hope College.
A one-hour total body massage at Body Perfections, Ltd.,
located at 11975 E. Lakewood
Blvd. in Holland, (phone number
396-6777) costs $35. Gilde-Johns
also does out-calls. Her rates are:
$35 for an individual, $30 each
for two persons, and $25 for three
or more people.
Her home number is 3995662.

Psychiatrist links
religion and emotional
well-being in speech
by Eric Dettman
Staff Reporter
David Larson, research psychiatrist, denounced the theory that religion has detrimental effects on mental health, a theory believed to be
true in years past last Wednesday.
In his speech entitled, ' T h e Forgotten Factor in Mental Health:
Spirituality and Religion—What
does research show?", Larson
claimed that religion has been
wrongly accused.
"We went back through 20 years
of medical research and couldn't
find any sign of religion used in any
testing," Larson said. "It wasn't
even mentioned. Psychiatrists have
just assumed that religion wasn't
healthy without studying it."
Now that religion is involved in

research, in 80percent of studies in
which religion is related, it has been
seen to help people out of crisis like
alcohol and drug abuse, premarital
sex, and suicide, Larson said.
Larson described one study done
comparing church attendance and
smoking. It was found that smokers
that went to church had the same
blood pressure of non-smokers who
didn't attend church. It also said
that smokers whodidn't go to church
had four times higher blood pressure than all others in the study.
It is becoming more obvious that
religion doesn't possess the harmful
effects people once thought it did.
"More studies need to be done,"
Larson said. "We can't let the prejudices that held back research for all
these years to stand in the way any
longer."
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DGP celebrates 1st anniversary
any reaction or political motivation, pretentiousness. It says, here I am,
and has since then been motivated * read me, hand me to somebody else,
by artistic interest.
enjoy me. And yet it's as serious as
The current anniversary issue of the next—its serious in the right
(Editors note: All quotes used in
this article were taken from the An- DGP clearly displays the magazine's way."
What has made DGP's growing
niversary Issue of the Dirty Goat revolutionary growth. The issue contains 37 pages of interviews, litera- popularity possible? Apparently its
Press, Volume 2, Issue 9.)
Dirty Goaters have much cause ture, food, art, photography and a rise is due to strong direction, faithfor celebration with the recently re- sense of enduring wit and creativity, ful, resourceful benefactors, and the
leased first anniversary issue of the The issue also contains a special powerful element of artistic craftsDirty Goat Press aits magazine. The selection that helps to identify and manship and engineering. "Dirty
Oct/Nov. issue is the 9th issue, and introduce a few prominent Dirty Goat is a manifestation of not only
appropriately celebrates the ongo- Goat directors: Barry Hendges, edi- its creators," said Hendges,"but of
ing accomplishments and capabili- tor; Marian Heibel, design editor; all those who contribute to it and all
those who read it.
Christine
ties of Dirty Goat disciples through- and
And I think that's
Haynes(soontobe
out the past year.
A n Arl« M a g a i i n *
the attitude we
For Barry Hendges, editor-in- Hendges), photo
have."
chief. the accomplishments of DGP editor.
"In a lot of
Since its first isare the manifestations of a distant
ways what DGP
dream. The magazine started with sue, D G f has been
is all about is
Hendges' direction along with the expanding
its
breaking down
assistance of two of his artist friends: range of readers far
the barriers bebeyond Hope ColNate Cassie and Jon Cox.
tween artists and
students.
"Originally it was a way for us to lege
viewers
and
have a vehicle to express our own " W e ' r e finding
breaking down
creativity," Hendges said, "and we that our readership
the elitist belief
threw together a little publication isn't limited to art
that an artist is
just to distribute at Hope College, students," said
somehow sepaabout a hundred copies, and it was Hendges, "but we
rate from everyget a varied readmostly just our own works."
one else. We are
The beginnings of the magazine ership. Someone
Dirty Goat Press all capable of bedid not appear hopeful, and Hendges told me they spoting creative."
was forced to take encompassing ted [DGP] in their
The first anniversary issue of
direction. ' T h e direction it has gone pastor'soffice,businessmen are seen
certainly has been dictated by my reading it on their lunch breaks, DGP is available in the Holland area
vision," said Hendges, "but at the younger people pick it up and take it at the following locations: Center
same time with so much influence home and pass it on to their par- Aisle Books, Holland CD, Hope College Bookstore, Reader's World,
from others and, hopefully, with the ents."
The magazine has reached out to Tewlews and Uptown Poster and
emphasis being on wanting to share
all this wonderful work being done a less exclusive audience partly due Framing. If you would like to beby all these wonderful people out to its availability and readability. come a friend of DGP, send a check
there...rm more of a cheerleader for "There's something, to use jargon for $50 and you will receive a twq
the artists thatl see around here who of the time, user-friendly about year subscription and get your name
DGP," said Jack Ridl, Hope Col- on the masthead. Contributions,
are doing all this great work."
The magazine came out of a per- lege English professor "I don't pick questions, and submissions can be
sonal desire and dream more than it up and feel any affectation, any sent to DGP, 330 Central Avenue,
Holland, MI 49423.
by Sufjan Stevens
staff reporter

Impressions
Rob Harrison
I found myself several days ago
in a discussion with an acquaintance of mine about Halloween
and the Salem witch trials. I
defended the trials to him, arguing
that if you accept the reality of
witches, the evidence supports the
belief that there were witches in
Salem. He reacted scornfully,
asking me if I really believe in
witches and ghosts. I told him I
believe in witches but not in
ghosts. He left the table shaking
his head.
I wasn't surprised by his
attitude. Our culture is generally
rationalistic—when we find
something that doesn't conform to
the known laws of science, we go
looking for new scientific laws to
explain it—hence parapsychology
research and similar investigations. This rationalistic approach
to what is now called the
paranormal is an attempt to
legitimize it, to portray it as rooted
in nature rather than in the spirit
world.
Many people, perhaps most
people, simply dismiss all of it as
quackery. They do not believe in
the possibility of supernatural
phenomena. Thus we have The
Amazing Randi going around the
country debunking psychics,
mediums and other individuals.
Both approaches are rationalistic and naturalistic. Whether they

attempt to support or expose
reports of the paranormal, their
basic assumption is that this world
is all there is. Neither position
admits the possibility that there
might be another world out there
that influences this one. They are
attempting to define the
paranormal in terms of the natural
world.
Obviously, I would define it
differently. I believe witches exist
because I believe their master,
Satan, exists, having seen him
mentioned numerous times in the
Bible. I respect Beelzebub as a
creature of great power and
cunning, someone not to be
messed with. It seems only
logical that he would be able to
grant his followers great powers in
exchange for their souls; after all,
powerful servants make a good
advertisement to the curious. For
this reason, I believe there are
witches.
This kind of explanation does
not sit well with modem culture.
We consider ourselves above such
"simplistic" and "primitive"
beliefs. The idea of a literal God
and a literal Devil, to say nothing
of Heaven and Hell, seems much
too crude in these "enlightened"
times. We require a more
sophisticated view of the world.
At the core of our modem
culture is our rejection of moral
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absolutes. We no longer believe
in absolute good and absolute
evil—the stark simplicity of such
a view of the world doesn't fit
with our view of ourselves as an
advanced society. It's like those
Com Flakes commercials. The
flakes aren't enough—we want to
add jelly. We want to do what we
want to do, and we want to feel
good about doing it. and absolute
morality doesn't fit the program.
This leaves us vulnerable. Evil
has become a significant part of
our popular culture; it is wellrepresented in our music, our
movies and our best-seller lists.
We tell ourselves that Satan does
not exist, but we fill our ears with
music that exalts him. We watch
movies and read books that depict
malevolent supernatural beings.
We fill our minds with evil things
even as we deny the reality of
absolute evil.
The results of this cannot be
good, for the things we put in our
heads affect the way we think and
live. If we fill them with pictures
and sounds of malignant evil, the
experience can only leave us
waiped. To deny their effect on
us is to let the infection go
untreated; it can only get worse.
Our society has been infected with
evil, and we need to face this
infection before it kills our
country.

Second hand stores: more
than just piles of polyester
niture for an apartment. They have
the funkiest dishes with yellow
flowers that yourparentscould have
So, you think this"LivingCheap eaten off of them as kids. There are
in Holland" series doesn't offer dining room/kitchen tables with
any excitingoptionsforyou? Keep chairs, beds, coffee tables, end
reading. The hot topic this week is tables, comer tables, hutches and
so much more. Beds line one wall
shopping.
Buried beneath all that polyes- and there are enough desks to supter, an array of treasures can be ply almost all of Scott Hall. Some
found in second-hand stores. of the furniture needs just a dusting
Hope's campus boasts a couple of off and other pieces could use a
resale shops which aren't far from little attention in refinishing. They
have entertainment centers, stereo
your back door.
The Salvation Army's Red cabinets and captain's chairs. It
Shield store is located across from could be heaven for a furniture
the Civic Center on 8th Street. The lover. For those who love older
shop is filled with all sorts of up- pieces there is a charming grandto-date and out-of-date-but-back- mother clock and an exquisite roll
again styles (the ones that will make top desk. For those who only want
you seem cool if you own them). to go back fifteen years they have
There are racks of jeans just wait- ashtray stands and TV tables. Anying to become the most awesome one looking for an out of print
already-wom-in pair of cut-offs. book? Check out the Bargain Mart;
Vests are back and the Salvation there is a good chance you might
Army store has lots of them, in- find it, along with other gems like
cluding sweater vests and vests Czech Poetry and Old Gringo.
Closer to campus on the comer
from old suits.
The browsing factor extends far of 13th and Lincoln is a small shop
beyond clothes. Albums from Anne called Select Seconds. They offer
Murray, The Trapp Family Sing- nothing spectacular, no little Meaers, Jethro Tull and Bach are just a sures. Maybe just some jeans for
mere sampling of the selection, cut-offs. Going there is like going
along with Bangles records and to a garage sale. All you may be
roller skates with large red pom- able to find there are a bunch of
hand-me-downs you never wanted
pons.
For those students yeaming for as a kid. Hours of business there are
the comforts of home they have very limited. They're only open a
sofas and love seats in extremely few days out of the week, and if you
good condition. There are bundt ever wanted to shop there you'd
pans and broiler pans right next to probably have to rush around in
rec liners and picture frames. If you between classes.
A good second hand store can
have the luxury of actually having
time to read, they have a good be a lot of fun to shop in. Bring a
supply of hardcovers (60 cents) friend and make a leisurely afternoon out of it. You never know
and paperbacks (35 cents).
A few blocks away on Colum- when you could discover that
bia and 19th is the Bargain Mart, a somebody's old stuff makes a demust for those who enjoy the art of lightful treasure for you.
browsing and those who need furby Tara Stollenmaier
business manager

New Wine Cafe adds
new twist to weekends
U2 and The Indigo Girls, as well as
contemporary Christian rock. On the
other nights, a D J . plays music for
Many college students complain dancing.
about not having anything to do on
This music usually sets the mood
the weekends, especially if they for the night. "The atmosphere dearen't into the party scene.
pends on the music," said Eric
Offering analtemative todrunken Wolthuis ('94), a regular attenderof
beer-fests, The New Wine Cafe the Cafe and a DJ as well. "When
opened its doors Sept. 3 in a build- there's live music, things are pretty
ing located on 14th
laid back. It's good
Street, across the railfor talking. On nights
"Students really when the DJ is there,
road tracks from College East Apartneed an
things can get crazy."
ments.
The music often
alternative hang"Students really
out where they serves as background
need an alternative
for the various activican
have
fun
In
a
hang-out where they
ties going on. For
healthy
way."
can have fun in a
those into intellectual
healthy way," said
—Kevin
pursuits, there's alKevin Shoemaker,
ways a game of chess
Shoemaker
managerof the Cafe.
going on in the cor'A place where they
ner. An intense game
don't feel they have to drink to have of Bandu, which involves balancing
a good time."
oddly-shaped wooden blocks on top
The Cafe is open every Friday of each other, is usually under way
night from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. and as well. Free popcorn and a deck of
features many of the things you cards can also be found at every
would find at nightclubs around the table.
area, except for alcohol. There's
Of course, the most popular acmusic. entertainment and opportu- tivity at the Cafe is purely social. A
nities to meet a lot of people.
quiet hum of pleasant conversation
Music fills the hall in both live with spontaneousoutbursts of hearty
and recorded form. Every other laughter can be heard throughout
Friday, local musicians perform an the night.
^
eclectic range of music from The —
Beatles and Simon and Garfunkel to
See WINE page 12
by Heather Mumby
editor-in-chief
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An explanation from the editor...
It's been a while since I've actually had the space to write anything
in here. W e ' v e just had so much to
print. So, I'll get right to it.
WHAT'S NEW WTTHTHENEWS
In the last few issues, we have
featured the "unofficial" Student
Congress minutes on the national
news page. W e receive the minutes
from Congress secretary Kristen
Douglass each week and then condense them down to the very basics.
We could go ahead and run the
complete minutes, but it isn't really
necessary for you, the student body,
to know what color t-shirt Congress

9

members will be getting this year.
(By the way, they're white with blue
lettering!)
This is just another way Congress
is trying to keep in contact with their
constituents. By letting you read for
yourself exactly what Congress is
doing, you can be sure they're working for you.
CARTOONS ... YEAH!
You may have noticed the local
flair decorating our editorial page in
the last few issues. Instead of dishing
out money to syndicated cartoonists,
we have solicited the help of Hope's
own Doug Brown.

Heather Mumby
We like to keep things studentrun around here, and that includes
our artistic expression as well,
Thanks Doug!

Subculture
Nemo

Pressing questions...
"Why is the leading brand the
leading brand?"
I've always wondered about this.
According to the commercials, the
leading brand is always a far inferior product in comparison to the
advertised product, yet it remains'
the leading brand. Why is that? What
does that say about us?
And why aren't people asking
the really important questions anymore? Maybe it all goes back to the
form of treatment Socrates and Jesus
got for causing people to think. Well,
it's about time for a change, and
hidden behind this pseudonym, I'll
try my d a m d e s t l o re-marshal the
Great Human Inquisitive Spirit
Below you will find a sampling
of questions that have plagued me
in my time at this institution of
learning, higher, lower, carnal, or
otherwise. H o w ' s this for starters:
"Why do 9 0 percent of all bathroom doors open inward?"

It must be all those kids who were
just plain "raised wrong" became
bathroom designers. What good does
washing your hands do when you've
got to share a door handle with all
those people who didn't wash their
hands—simply in order to leave the
restroom. Sheesh.
"Why d o e s n ' t Phelp have a
blender?"
It just so happens that some of us
would like to tum everything we eat
into a thick, nutritious shake. Then I
could still eat my Nachos Supreme,
Raisin Bran, and French Silk Pie—
even when I was in a hurry. (Just
think of the dishes it would save).
"Pizza Bust, Pepsi Piston
Challenge...why not Hibachi night?"
0..and speaking of Phelps...
"Let's say I wasacannibal. Would
Phelps have a special entree for me
as well?" Just a thought.
"If ever I don't feel completely
prepared to take an examination, can

I opt for the Physical Challenge
intead?"
O K , so we might not know
Piaget' s four stages, but at least we 'd
look good for the promotional literature.
" I s it just me, or does Joe
MacDoniels (Communication) look
like Clint Eastwood?'
"Is it just me, or does Bill Mayer
(Art) look like Milo, the scientist,
from "Weird Al" Yankovic's cinematic masterpiece^//// 7 ?
"Is it just me, or does Richard
Frost in Student Development resemble Leland Palmer, from Twin
PeaksT
As I said, this is just a sampling,
but I would feel as if any list of
questions were incomplete without
what I feel to be the most disturbing
question in recent years.
"If you truly are what you eat,
then why do parents force vegetables
on their children?"

CORRECTIONS
For the October 27 issue:
• In the Hope in the Future article on the front page, it was reported that the Dean of the Chapel endowment
was established by Leonard and Maijorie Maas. While the chaplaincy endowment was established by them,
the deanship was endowed by Max and Connie Boersma of Holland. Also in that article, it was stated that
a fieldhouse would be built and renovations would be made to the track and field facilities. In fact, this work
was already completed in the fall of 1991.
• W e neglected to print that the Career Notes section on page 2 was submitted by the Career Planning and
Placement office and was written by career counselor Gwen Snyder.
The Anchor apologizes for any confusion or inconvenience we might have caused.

Strolling through campus Tuesday morning, a number
of colorful chalk messages could be found scrolled across
the sidewalks. Inspiring notes about Nykerk have been
decorating the campus for days now, so this probably
came as no surprise to anyone.
However, this morning was different. Beside the
usual chants for Nykerk spirit were angry protests, asking
women to "Rethink Nykerk" and question what it says
about the role of women in society.
And yet, as many people in the Hope community have
expressed, feminism doesn't exist on this campus?
Forexample, in this v/cek's Anchor, Feler Bose wrote
a column which brought up many of the same arguments
heard around the country today supporting the idea that
feminism is declining in popularity. The general premise
is that women have become successful and have found
that they don't find this as satisfying as staying at home
and raising children.
If feminism is losing popularity, then why are there
more courses relating to gender issues being offered next
Spring than ever before? Why was the group Boyz to Men
formed? Why did someone take the time to scrawl protests
against the stereotyping of women all over the sidewalks?
Those who argue that the number of "feminists" is
declining in the United States are probably right. The
number of people (both male and female) who claim to be
"feminists" probably has gone down in the last few years.
Most likely r this has more to do with the negative
stereotypes associated with being feminist than a change
in ideology.
Bose argued that "radical feminists believe that
complete liberation can't be reached without a career, an
abortion, and a divorce." This is the stereotypical view of
feminism many people hold. While there are certainly
those who believe these things, the majority of feminists
today are not man-haters, intent on breaking all ties with
the male species and battling for female dominance of the
world.
Most feminists are working toward building an
understanding, getting people to think about the way
women and minorities are portrayed in the media and
viewed by society. That's what the gender studies classes
are trying to teach.
Why not explore some of these options? Take a
second look at feminism. Instead of basing your knowledge
of feminism on skewed statistics and stereotypes, examine
for yourself what the feminist movement is all about.
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EN GARDE. While maasqueradlng, these two pirates of Penzance demonstrate how
fencing can be an effective communication tool at Hope.
the individual competition as Barney
the Roadkill. The costume consisted of a purple sweat suit with a
The Partridge Family, complete tire track across Barney's big green
with a VW cardboard bus, and spot. Sullivan sprawled on the floor
Barney the Roadkill, of kindergar- for the judges and sang a song to the
ten fame, all made appearances at tune of "I Love You and You Love
the annual Maasquerade Dance and Me."
"With an 487 Chevy that was
took cash prizes Saturday night at
the SAC sponsored Best Costume driving down the road, now all I am
is food for crows," belted out
Contest.
By 10:30 p.m., Maas auditorium Sullivan.
The Partridge Family squeezed
was filled with everything from
Snow White to Juan Valdez. The their cardboard van into the judges'
loud music and strobe lights pro- chambers parading around the room
vided a backdrop for interesting hidden in the van and jumping out to
a sing to a classic Partridge family
characters to groove to.
This year, Bethany LeButt, resi- song. The judges dud their groovy
dent Director of Kollen Hall, Sandy seventies duds and van, awarding
Harmon, Kletz manager, and Sharon them $50 for first place as a group.
''We just got a lot of old clothes
Phillips, Kletz assistant manager,
judged the costumes on their origi- together to do a seventies theme and
nality and creativity. Prizes were four of us helped on the bus," Jill
awarded for the top group and the VanVossen ('95) said.
David Lawson ('95) spent two
top three individuals.
Mary Sullivan ('95) won $25 in weeks sewing his costume as Prince

by Danelle Klaassen
staff reporter

I CANT BELIEVE I ATE
THE WHOLE THING. Les
Jared ('96) and Dan
Furman ('94) keel over
dead at the Voorhees
Haunted House as Phelp's
food claims two more
victims.
The haunted house was
put together and run by
students from Voorhees
and other places both on
and off campus. The
Voorhees RDs also got in
the act and helped out.
The students spent
weeks planning for the
event. Saturday was a
busy activity day as the
students strove to
complete the house by the
scheduled opening at 8
p.m.
The money the students
made from the haunted
house went into the hall's
fund for a candy machine.
Anchor photo by Rich Blair

Ali from Aladdin. "The hat alone
took four to five hours," Lawson
said. He was rewarded with second
prize and $15 for his efforts.
Third prize went to the electrocuted man. His hair stood on end
and his T-shirt contained many bum
holes.
This year Disney characters
seemed to be a major theme.
Dalmationsdancedhappily together,
In another area die cast from
congregated. Snow White and the
Seven Dwarfs moved to the music.
"There are eight of us in a cottage," said Jo Sill ('95), Doc of the
Seven Dwarfs. "(Our theme) just
evolved when we were looking at a
Walt Disney book. We used big
sweatshirts, sweatpants, shorts on
our heads, and cotton on our faces.
We were a little more elaborate for
Snow White."
Students didn't seem to have

^nc/?orphoto by

Anne Horton

you RANG? Preparing for the release of his sequal, Lurch
makes an appearance at the evening's festivities.

see COSTUME page 12
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HEY! IS THAT SHIRLEY
JONES? Jill VanVossen
and some lucky
Maasqueraders tool Maas
Auditorium as the
Partridge family in the
party bus.
/Anchor photo by Anne Horton
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BANG BANG YOU'RE DEAD. Mary Sullivan, Maasqueradlng as Barney after being
hit by an "87 Chevy, is revived from the dead later, to win the individual costume
competition.

Trick or Treat?
A m y Vivio
staff reporter
Dykstra Hall residents and the
Holland community joined forces
this past Saturday night to make
Halloween a safe and fun holi- .
day for everyone.
Parents, both from the
college and in the community, brought their
children to the warm and
safe residence hall to
trick-or-treat.
As a result of letters
to day care centers,
youth agencies, elementary schools, and college faculty departments, some 90 small
brides, dinosaurs, ninjas,
princesses and other
characters filed through
the clusters.
Many of Dykstra's clusters were
decorated for the occasion. The
residents of the cluster judged to be
the best received a pizza party for
their efforts. One of the winning

clusters truly went all-out. When
entering cluster 2-1, one stepped
into several inches of leaves which
were piled all over the floor.
A member of the other winning
cluster, 2-5, said that they d been
planning all week. A mock funeral
was going on, and gravestones which said
"Scare D. Cat" and
"Ima Witch" decorated the walls.
The main focus of
the evening's festivities centered on the
small children.
"Itwasalotoffun,"
said
Margaret
Worgess('97), a resident of Cluster 2-1.
"It's great that we can
help the kids and the
community."
The Resident Director of Dykstra,
Kristen Hintz, agreed. It s a great
opportunity for students to gel involved in the community, and the
students like watching the kids come
through."
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ANYTHING TO SAVE 50 CENTS. Rychard Bouwens
shows off his costume for entering the Voorhees
Haunted House.
Outlines by Steve Shilling

HELLO WORLD, THERE'S
A SONG THAT WE'RE
SINGIN'...COME ON GET
HAPPY! Fresh off the bus.
Maasqueraders pose for a
"family" shot.

>4nc/]or photo by Anne Horton
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Moriarty demonstrates
variety of musical styles

A&E

Sufjan Stevens
staff reporter

musical
expressions m a l a x e d

stud|i|pnds
Hooked on Sonyx. The
next Jam, a festive
"Turkey datB^ Is
scheduled for Nov. 22 at
M D . in the Kletz

Distinguished concert pianist
Deborah Moriarty displayed a wide
range of musical abilities to a modest crowd on Friday, Oct. 29, in
Dimnent Memorial Chapel, opening the fall Artists Piano Series.
Moriarty began her concert with
Mozart's "Fantasy in "C minor
K.475," a piece that employs a hypnotic emotion with striking minor
chords and musical repetition. She
also performed Mozart's "Sonata in
C minor K. 457," a more distinctive
piece that includes a quick allegro
displaying Mozart's ability to create playful musical dialogue on the
piano.
The adagio is quite typical of
Mozart's more serene, romantic
style, demonstrating the piano's
graceful and soothing capabilities.
The piece's fantastic finale, a fast
but delicate molto allegro, displayed
Moriarty's technical and punctual
talent.
Moriarty's interpretation of
Mozart was quite captivating and
emotional; she regarded the silence
in each piece as highly as the notes
themselves, allowing the audience
to savor every last musical phrase.
The second half of the concert
began with Joseph Castaldo's

Prologemena
"Where Silence
Reign's," a more contemporary
piece taken from a larger work that
includes string chamber groups. The
piece was introduced by deep, lowrange notes that possessed no tonality, creating a disturbing and mysterious resonance.
The movement continually fluctuated, building to a very climactic
exchanging of fast chromatic scales
by each hand, accompanied by brisk,
punctual notes in the higher and
lower registers. Moriarty drove
through this section with violent
passion whiledisplaying control and
accurate technicality.
Moriarty concluded her performance with a very appropriate selection of Liszt' s repertoire that dem onstrates the piano's austere capabilities: the enchanting "Hungarian
Rhapsody N o . l , " " W a l d e s rahcshen,"and"Mephisto Waltz No.
I."

Moriarty selected a very wide
range of music to perform, revealing her continual effort to discover
original and new ideas in her musical experiences. The selection from
the Castaldo piece greatly reflected
this effort, as the piece can be viewed
as quite irregular and disturbing. Of
such pieces, Moriarty says, "Sometimes you like them, sometimes you
don't. You make great discoveries."

Professor turns rags into riches Bernan & Galvin to read
By David Chamin
news editor
Recycling often brings to mind
images of paper, plastics, and aluminum, but Hope Art Professor
Delbert Michael weaves new perspective into the standard image of
recycled products.
Michael employs a technique
called "assemblage," in creating his
artwork, merging differing pieces
of material against a canvas background.
Walking into Michael's studio
provides a visual tour of the differing results of his inspiration. Of
particular interest are objects and
items that others have deemed worthless, and thus often represent unique
possibilities for Michael's artistic
expression. Styrofoam discarded
from Hope's biology labs or discovered in his mother-in-law's basement form a base waiting to be transformed, or "recycled," by Michael.
Yet, it is in speaking with the
Professor surrounded by his work
which provides a sense of his true

purpose: sharing an "ambiance of
History" for those viewing his work.
While not a historian in the strictest
sense, Michael is an artistic archaeologist, merging fragments of earlier ages into art which can be appreciated by the modem viewer.
Most recently, Michael has
worked with rug remnants originating from Turkey and Persia to create
art that is more than two, but not
quite three-dimensional.
The story behind the Kalim assemblages is fascinating. Michael
was contacted by a friend in Boston
whose occupation involved acquiring and restoring Persian rugs and
carpets. When his friend mentioned
that there were excess scraps of no
particular use in restoration, Hope's
art archaeologist asked his friend
for the leftovers. Combining his artistic ability with his love for historical cultural expression, Michael
develops his art from jumbled pieces
of cloth.
Perhaps it is this sense of disorder which partially inspires Michael
in his work. He states that he "likes

the sense of fragmentation" which
is communicated by assemblage, and
indicates that such combinations of
threadbare carpet fragments "communicate a sense of age."
Michael smiles at the question
of how much effort it requires of
him to produce the juxtaposition of
ancient scraps and modem perspective. "It may be a day for smaller
works or over a week for the large
pieces,"said Michael.
Over 40 pieces comprise the
"Kalim series" of rug scrap assemblages, which will be both exhibited
and available for purchase during a
showing at the Water Street Gallery
in Saugatuck on Nov. 7, from 1-6
p.m.
Admission is free, and sale of
Michael's work will benefit the
Doris Boersma Dahl Art Scholarship. The newly created Dahl scholarship will recognize and assist art
students at Hope, and is named in
honor of Doris Boersma Dahl, a
self-employed artist who died unexpectedly on Aug. 31 of this year.

Joint concert to feature Hope talent
by Jim Riekse
staff reporter
The Hope College Orchestra and
Wind Ensemble will add music to
the menu of Parents' Weekend.
The two groups will present a
joint concert Friday at 8 p.m. in
Dimnent Memorial Chapel in conjunction with the college's annual
Parents' Weekend activities.
The Wind Ensemble, conducted
by Dr. S. Russell Floyd, professor of
music, will open the program with
the powerful "Commando March"
by the American composer Samuel
Barber. The second work in the
program will be John Barnes
Chance's "Incantation and Dance."
This piece starts with a chant that
builds throughout the entire piece
and ends with "a flurry of drums
which will be very, very exciting,"
The Wind Ensemble will then
venture into Ralph Vaughn Will-

iams' majestic "Flourish." This work set of five pieces by the English
features the brass and woodwinds composer William Walton. Each
heavily in the style of the classical movement of the suite is a modem
British bands. The Wind En5emble day interpretation of achoral melody
will conclude it'sportion with "Vari- by Johann Sebastian Bach.
A highlight of Friday's perforants on a Medieval Tune," which
includes five variations of "In Dulci mance will be the dedication of the
Jubilo," more commonly recognized Wurlitzer Concert Harp donated to
as the tune to "Good Christian Men the department of music by brothers
Rejoice." It is sure to leave you in a Alfred and Robert Coe of South
Haven. The harp will be used for the
festive holiday mood.
The second half of the program first time during the concert.
The last piece of the night is a
will feature theOrchestra, conducted
by Dr. Robert Ritsema, chairperson guaranteed crowd pleaser, "Polka
of the music department. The first andFugue" from the opera Shvanda
piece will be the French composer and the Bagpiper by Czech comEdouard Lalo's "Overture to Le Roi poser Jaromir Weinberger.
"It's sure to impress because evD'ys," which features solos for the
clarinet, oboe and cello as well as eryone loves a polka," said Ritsema,
fanfares in the trumpets.
"This "The program is quite varied, and
overture is very beautiful with it's with our fine group of musicians, it
romantic French s t y l e , " said should be a great concert."
Ritsema.
Second on the Orchestra program
will be ' T h e Wise Virgins Suite," a

by Justin Wainwright
staff reporter
Two critically acclaimed and
widely published poets will be reading from their works on Thur. in
Maas Auditoruim
Robert Bemen, a scholar of classical languages at Harvard, has written collections of short stories called
"Tales from the Blue Stacks," "The
Hills : More Tales from the Blue
Stacks" and"In the Heat of the Sun."
All of these books have been written
from Bemen's hillside farm in Ireland.
Brendan Galvin has published
nine poetry collections to date, including "Great Blue: New and Selected Poems," "Early Returns,"
"Saints in Their Ox-Hide Boat" and
"Outer Life: The Poetry of Brendan
Galvin," his most recent work. Besides these works, approximately

M o v k

400 poems have been published in
such widely read periodicals as The
New Yorker, Atlantic, Harper'sand
The New Republic, to name a few.
Galvin has also received two
nominations for the Pulitzer Prize,
Boston College's Award for Excellence in the Arts and Humanities,
and the O. B. Hardison Jr. Poetry
Prize from the Folger Shakespeare
Library. In 1988, Galvin was chosen to receive the Sotheby Prize by
Seamus Heaney and Ted Hughes.
If you are interested in hearing
Bernan and Galvin, they will read
from their works Thursday, Nov. 4
at 7p.m. in the Maas Center Auditorium. The event is free and the
public is invited. If you cannot
attend the reading, Bernan and
Galvin's works may be found at the
Hope College library or at other
local bookstores.

Revsew

Nightmare Before Christmas good
for a scare but not much else
by Brian Calandra
movie reviewer
When you saw The Little Mermaid, did you passionately hope for
Ariel to be scooped up by a fishing
trawler and made into tuna salad?
When you saw Beauty and the Beast,
did you cheer lustily when Gaston
shot the Beast, only to have your joy
ruined when the wound proved minor? If you answered yes to either,
or both, of the above questions, then
Tim Burton's The Nightmare Before Christmas is undoubtedly your
film.
Directed by Henri Selick, Nightmare is a boisterous musical filled
with bizarre and skewed images,
geared directly towards people with
very dark senses of humor.
The film is set in Halloweentown,
where all kinds of ghouls and creatures spend 364 days out of each
year planning the scares that they

will dole out on Halloween. This
motley crew's most talented member, Jack Skellington grows bored
of the endless repetition that characterizes his life.
He j o u r n e y s
to
nearby
Christmastown in search of new
challenges. After seeing how Santa
and his elves spend their time planning for Christmas, he rallies his
friends back in Halloweentown,
wanting their help in planning the
joys of Christmas rather than the
horrors of Halloween. Unfortunately, the idealistic skeleton does
not r e a l i z e that he is in
Halloweentown for a reason. He
kidnaps Santa Claus and attempts to
take his place, and then must watch
in horror as his ghoulish Christmas
turns into a fiasco of epic proportions.
As much as one tries to love

see MOVIE page 12
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HOPE COLLEGE THEATRE

by Tim Rice and Andrew Lloyd Webber

November 12,13,17,18,19, 20
8 p.m.
DEWITT CENTER
12th Street at Columbia Avenue • Holland, Ml 4 9 4 2 3
Ticket Office Phone 394-7890
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From the Cheap Seats
Steve Shilling

Women's golf captures third MIAA title
by Nina Bieliauskas
staff reporter

Who needs a couple?
"I'd rather be a New Jack Hustter,,
—Ice-T
It's probably about as old as
"the oldest profession" but if
there's one thing to say about it,
it is as illegal as it.
"It" is scalping, and it's not
like what you've seen big men
do with little axes in such things
as Dances With Wolves and
about a dozen Bugs Bunny
cartoons.
Scalping is the process of
buying and selling tickets to an
event without going through the
box office.
Did I mention it was illegal?
I can remember when I was a
youngster, when I'd go with my
family to a baseball game or
something. All these guys
outside the stadium would be
yelling "Who needs a couple?"
and "I got tickets!"
Yeah, well, I had a ticket too,
but I wasn't going around
yelling about i t
However, it wasn't until I got
older and was able to go to the
games without the aid of my
parents, that I learned what these
guys were truly yelling about,
and why.
Now I must admit that,
although this is an illegal act, I
have not only bought from a
scalper, I have sold some of my
tickets at scalper prices throughout the years. The first time is
always the hardest. You think
everybody's looking and you're
going to get caught, and what if
this guy's an undercover police
officer on special assignment to
crack down on young kid
scalpers?
Then you walk away with a
quick and easy 40 dollars in your
hand to use as spending money
at the game; and everything is
alright.
A typical scalping session
often goes like this:
"You need tickets?"
"Yeah, man, what you got?"
"Box Seats and Upper Deck
Reserved."
4t
How much for the Box?"
"What you wanna pay, man?"
"I got 40."
"Two for 60."
"I'll give you 50."

o

'They're $25 a piece, face,
gimme $55,1 gotta make
somethin' on 4em, man."
"Deal."
Now, scalping has gotten
"high tech" and you can look in
the classifieds in most newspapers in any major city or even the
USA Today and find an ad for
"Good Seats - All Games." A
couple of weeks ago, in Philadelphia, it went even as far as
scalpers trading World Series
tickets for Madonna tickets
straight up if the seats were right,
because they were on the same
night across the street from each
other.
My latest experience came
this past Sunday when I was in
Indianapolis. We decided to go
to the game late, which meant
scalped tickets. Most of the
action was directly in front of the
police officers. One cop even
joked about how the later it got,
the more desperate the scalpers
got.
My plan exactly.
My plan was two tickets for
ten bucks. It was my first trip to
Indy, but I figured what could be
the market price for two tickets
to a Colts - Patriots game? Some
loose change?
A couple wanted two for 30,
but my next target wanted two
for 20.1 told him that all I had
was ten bucks and "besides, you
don't have two seats together."
"Sorry man," he said and
walked away. The game was
already in progress at this point.
"We'll see him again in ten
minutes," I said. Then he yelled
"Hey, wait a minute, man!"
"Two for ten?," he said.
' T w o for ten."
"Alright, let me see how close
I can get you."
We got seats two sections
apart, but we ended up sitting
together anyway, as my section
was sparsely populated. Not to
mention that I spent $10 on two
seats worth $46 from the box
office.
I've always said "when in
Rome, do as the Greeks did."
Scalp 'em.
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Pregnancy?
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AIDS?
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Confidential counseling
free Pregmn cy Testing
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Hope's women's golf team experienced a 3-Peat this year. It's
third time in a row that they have
won the golf championship.
"In the beginning we had a slow
start," said Coach Jane Holman, "and
we were anticipating a close rivalry
with Alma."
The first meet, at Adrian, Hope
was beaten by 32 strokes. Admittedly there were two starting freshmen, but losing this badly was a
wake-up call for the team. This was
a team used to winning.
The playing picked up, however,
and in the second meet, at Olivet,
Hope fell short of first place by only
three strokes. The next meet was

held in Calvin. But, due to lightning, the match was cut short, allowing only 9 holes to be counted,
Hope tied with Alma, but Adrian
pulledaway witha6strokelead. In
the fourth meet, at Alma, Hope broke
through and grabbed a 31 stroke
lead, beating Adrian by 23 strokes,
When the fifth meet came along,
held in Albion, Hope began pulling
away beyond the point others could
reach.
During the sixth meet< at
Kalamazoo, Hope beat Adrian by
15 strokes. There, in Kalamazoo, "I
had one of my most exciting mom e n t s , " said f r e s h m a n Nancy
Kennedy ('97). "On the first nine 1
received a 38, for a total of 82 for the
18 holes!"
For the home meet, the seventh

and the last, Hope lost to Adrian by
nine strokes, but the lead Hope held
was so far ahead that nothing couk)
break i t Hope had won the championship.
Lisa Stover ( 9 4 ) did exceptionsally well, maintaining a very consistent pattern. Lisa was medalist ifi
five out of the six meets, and aver,aged an 89. Golf was a sport 1
wasn't sure that I'd be able to participate in here at Hope, said Lisa.#
But it has made my whole college
experience better.
Unity was a key factor in the
team. More than just teammate^,
the players were friends. Our
proudest m o m e n t , said Liscf,
"would be our victory over th/j
doubts that clouded over us, the
doubts that we wouldn t win.

Men's and Women's soccer finish second
by Jeff Brown
staff reporter
It's been a tough year for Hope
soccer, where both m e n ' s and
women's teams came in second place
after Kalamazoo. The final games
of the season for Hope came last
Saturday, Oct. 30 at Kalamazoo on
a chilly day. Hope men's ended the
season with a 8 - 3 - 1 MIAA record,
and women's ended with a 6 - 2 - 4
record.
' T h e women's team had just
beaten Aquinas last Wednesday,
Oct. 27 with a score of 2 - 1 . Goals
were scored by Wendy Carroll ('96)
and Kim Nolan ('96), while Aquinas
on the other hand had a single goal
in the first half.
Aquinas did out do Hope in one
area, and that was in injuries.
Aquinas leads with the most injuries
this season. Aquinas' Amy Nelson
was the leading victim; she had three
injuries in this game alone.
But when Hope arrived at
Kalamazoo early Saturday morning, they weren't assured of a victory against first place Kalamazoo,
who had beaten Hope 9 - 0 in their
last meeting. History repeated itself
as Kalamazoo beat Hope in a 7 - 0
shutout. Although the program was

bigger than for the men's game, the
crowd was a lot smaller.
Kalamazoo was led by Jennifer
Russell, who has the all-time record
for most goals in a season, most
assists in a season, most total points
in a season, most goals in a career
and most points in a career. However, this does not change the fact
that she gets this psychotic look
while on the f i e l d . Another
Kalamazoo advantage was a physically large team.
Hope never gave up, though, and
put up a valiant, but in the end futile,
fight. While Kalamazoo scored
nearly every time they got close to
the goal,-Hope was unable to get
past Kalamazoo's goalie. Hope has
nothing to be ashamed of, though;
they had a good season this year and
played well.
The Hope men's team also faced
off at Kalamazoo in a cold afternoon
match. Hope also lost this game, but
the 1 - 0 score in favor of Kalamazoo
cannot begin to speak of how close
this game was. This was to be less
violent than Hope's last game
against Kalamazoo (where Jon
"Sandman" Van Wieren ('94) picked
up and threw down a Kalamazoo
player for kicking our goalie), but
the game was not in the least bit less

aggressive.
The referee, who Kalamazoo
called "Frances", was very talkative. He gave stem warnings and
was unafraid to argue with players,
and gave out three yellow cards one to Hope and two to Kalamazoo'
The Kalamazoo home crowd was
worse than any ever seen before.
They yelled and heckled the ref incessantly for any call against
Kalamazoo, even with blatantly obvious ones the players agreed with.
But tum the tables, and this hypocritical homecoming crowd would
cheer whenever Hope fouled and
got caught.
And that was the only reason
Hope lost; when VanWieren apparently tripped up a Kalamazoo player
on the way to the goal, the referee
awarded the only penalty kick of the
game. Ail-American goalie Lee
Schopp ('94) uncharacteristically
missed this ball and the 1 - 0 score
would remain for the rest of the
game, as Hope was, unfortunately,
never awarded a penalty kick.
Despite the scores and season
record, it is still uncertain whether
Kalamazoo is actually the bettor
team. With as much luck and better
calls, Hope could have won the
game.

Bonnema runs Hope to convincing win
by Greg Paplawsky
sports editor
The Hope College Flying Dutchmen bounced back remarkably well
from their homecoming loss to
Albion just one week ago with a 4312 thrashing of the Adrian Bulldogs.
This ancient series started back
in 1938, a mere two years after Jesse
Owens humiliated Adolf Hider with
his total dominance on the track, not
unlike what the Dutchmen did to the
Bulldogs. Hope has a rich tradition
of winning this annual clash, taking
last years game 19-14 and holding
an all-time series lead of 36 wins, 14
losses and one tie.
- The game was all Hope College

from the start. The Dutchmen simply pounded the ball down the Bulldogs' throats all afternoon, rolling
up 435 yards of total offense.
A lot of that offensive output was
due to sophomore tailback Tom
Bonnema. Bonnema rushed for 187
yards on 27 carries and scored four
touchdowns, on runs of 1,3,11, and
14 yards. It turned out to be a career
day for Bonnema; a day the Dutchmen can look back on and smile
with a smile the Cheshire cat would
be envious of.
The Dutch defense also stood tall
on this day of days. They allowed
only 246 yards of offense to those
dogs of Adrian College.
The game was already out of
reach at the half. Hope had 271

yards, more than Adrian had all da>;.
and led 27-12.
All the offense wasn't provideel
by Bonnema though. Some was produced via the air attack. Mik^e
DenBraber ('94) hit Jesse Crotty
(' 96)—installer of Muhammad Ali ^
sprinkler systenji—-with a 34 yard
touchdown strike.
The final shock happened when
Hope's own Chris Eckert ('95)
nailed a 27 yard field goal, the first
field goal the Dutchmen have hit in
over a year. *
This win keeps Hope from beiag
guaranteed a losing season and improves them in the MIAA to 2-2 arid
an even up 4-4 overall record. The
Dutch will finish the season playing
at Olivet, on Satuday Nov. 3.

Hope Sports This Week
FOOTBALL
S a t , Nov. 6 , 1 p.m.
at Olivet
= MIAA opponents

CROSS COUNTRY
S a t , Nov. 6 , 1 1 a.m.
•at Albion

C
. LOST; Pentax IQ Zoom Camera. If
you find one please notify Amy at
4
m n .

Nykerk —

L A S S I I ' I K D S

Hope Students with ID Their new
location is in Express Island between Holland and Zeeland. Phone
394-0003.

Wanted: Part Time Car Prep Perw son-mature, responsible, minimum
* age of 19. Must have clean drivers
license. Apply in person only. Enterprise Rent-a-Car 491 Chicago
Dr. Holland

r

BEACH or SKI Group Promoters.
• Get small or larger groups. Your's
FREE, discounted or CASH. Call
t
CMI 1-800-423-5264

GOOFY: You think you're funny
but you're SNOT!!—PLUTO

STAR
THEATRE,
West
Michigan's Newest & Most Luxurious Theatre, is now taking applications from positive, self motivated
people that would like to work for
the world's best theatre. We provide
competitive compensation and
opportunites for advancement. Apply in person Mon.-Fri. 3-6 pm at
Star Theatre, Manufacturers Marketplace, Holland.

*
V

Vandals—

The anchor staff women are totally cool and vivacious; 1 adore
them and love working with them
— Arin (No a gun was not held to
my head while writing this- although
I am lacking sleep!)

and violence," Van Fossen stated.
Van F o s s e n ' s professor Bill
Mayer, for whose class the piece
was created, thinks that the incident
could be the result of kids playing
around. "Maybe someone tried to
get on it and ride it," he said. He is
less inclined to believe that it was an
intentional action.

uninhibited coaches, J ill Gronowski
( 4 95) and Jamie Kalmbaugh (*95),
we were soon as wild and crazy as
them. No where else on campus
have I seen a group of people behave so strangely as we do at rehearsals. We are learning to have
fun with our roles, and each other.
Instead of placing too much stress
on me, 1 find that play is how I
release stress. It is my chance to step
out of my overloaded life and into a
character who doesn't have class
the next day, who doesn't have that
paper to type, who doesn't have too
little time. Play is an escape from the
ordinary, a release from the humdrum.

continued from page 1
Van Fossen has accepted the destruction. The piece was never photographed, so he plans to attempt to
repair it for his portfolio.
Other sculptures from the Sculpture II class were displayed along
with the sculpture, but only Schwinn
was vandalized.

EVIL TWIN : I Miss You! Let's
shave our heads and join the convent. — Your Sissie

2-1: Weknow who the real winners
are! And yes we knew it was a fire
hazard!

ERIC + KURT are our 80's Love
gods. We're always faithful listen-

Mario, you're the greatest, my forever sweetheart. Love Buttercup

l

»

p

£

*

Mrs. F.: With the heck. Let's hit the
road in our shower shoes and fluffy
robes. But first we need therapy and
cash! —your roommate frisky.

Wanted: Old Orange Kletz Cup.
Preferably Clean! Will trade new
green & white one and a beverage.
Call Rich at x7877

VI PETS gives a 10% discount to

*

EVBL TWIN: You would be really
perky with a perm. Maybe then we
could go out and really live it up.
OHMIGOT! With much sisterly affection—your sibling.

iiii

'

To my Little Garbanzo Bean— I've
missed you at lunch lately!! How
about a rendezvous at the Tree? —
L.M.

HEY KAPPA CHI WOMEN !10
days and counting. Good luck in the
hunt and no one can have more than
1!—Ralph

ing serious and devoted, silly and
off-the-wall. Nykerk is about fun.
Nykerk is^a big time commitment Practicing six days a week
can be a strain, especially when there
is so much to get done before
tomorrow's classes. But, once we
get to rehearsal, something magical
happens. Somehow, when we begin
to run through the play, I leave these
pressures behind. I forget the things
that nagged me on my way there and
enjoy the moment. We cut loose and
have fun.
The first rehearsals were a little
stiff. The room was full of strangers;
and we were a bit hesitant to be our
zany selves. However, thanks to our

'x'i'X'X*:

Attn: Hope Students off campus in
Chicago, Philly, New York City, or
abroad: Are you looking for an off
campus apartment for Spring Semester? Well, we have an upper
level, 2 bedroom, one bath, living
room, kitchen, storage room, and
front porch apartment ready to rent
out in January. It is located close
enough to campus that you can bike,
but far enough that you won't feel
like you're back at Hope. The apartment is clean, spacious, well kept,
and is $395/month -including heat!
Call (616) 394-4357 for more information— ask for Sue or Julie.

•••FREETRIPS&CASH****Call
us and find out how hundreds of
students are already earning FREE
TRIPS and LOTS OF CASH with
America's#! Spring Break company ! Choose Cancun, Bahamas,
Jamaica, Panama, Daytona or Padre! C A L L NOW! T A K E A
BREAK S T U D E N T T R A V E L
(800) 328-S A VE or (617) 424-8222

Continued from page 1

ers —your secret admirers

9

FOUND: Black "Bushwaker" biv cycle saddle pack; between DeWitt
and Nykerk; Saturday night, October 30. CALL 394-6297
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It's not just a competition. *
*
It's not just an evening of great entertainment.
It's not just a night for a few hundred women to show off
their talents in speaking, singing and acting.
*
What is it exactly?
*
You'll have to come and see for yourself!
*

4
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8:00 p.m. Saturday, November 6
* Holland Civic Center .

*

*
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Movie

IDS
Continued from page 1
Alfredo Gonzales.
Though the Board has made no
decisions yet, discussion will continue throughout the winter. Sander

Continued from page 8
DeHaan, Chairperson of the Academic Affairs Board, encourages
students to take an active role in
changing the curriculum.

Student Congress will hold an
open forum to be announced at a
later date to help facilitate discussion between administration, faculty and students.

the ground," he said. 4tI was at a
conference, praying for our ministry, and I lapsed into a brainstorming session. A flow of ideas just
came to me from God, focusing on
the Cafe."

Experiencing increasing popularity week after week, the Cafe intends to remain in operation for a
while and eventually plans on finding a bigger space. "We're already
outgrowing this place," Shoemaker
said.

Wine
Continued from page 4
Started as a project for Alpha/
Omega College Ministries, affiliated with The Vineyard Church, the
ideas for the Cafe came during a
conference Shoemaker was attending in California. "I never thought
we'd have the means to get this off

Specials
-

Medium Pizza

Large Pizza

Hand tossed or thin crust
with 1 topping
and 2 pops

Hand tossed or thin crust
with 1 topping
and 4 pops

$6.99 plus tax
392-1818

$8.99 plus tax
392-1818

WLAGE
I*nnPIZZA PARLOR
Also

Tuesday Night is

HOPE COLLEGE NIGHT!
8pm.-Close
PITCHERS ONLY $2.75
with Hope I.D.
Also DISCOUNTS ON PIZZA with Hope I D.

Village Inn • 934 Washington • 392-1818

Nightmare, it has several large
flaws which cause it to flirt with
atrocity. First of all, this is Danny
Elfman's Nightmare Before Christmas, not Tim Burton's. Elfman
writes the original score! The endless parade of songs, and provides
the voices for three of the characters. All Burton does is lend his
name to the title to increase ticket
profits. If Burton had directed the
film, it undoubtedly would have been
much more focused, and probably
would have expanded a budding
romance between Jack and one of
the female ghouls, which is ignored
until the very end.
Secondly, at sixty-five minutes
this is a featurette, not a full-length
movie. It's would play belter on
network television, or at least edited
down to forty-five minutes and combined with another cartoon for a
double feature. But doing what is
logical and fair to the theater-goer is
something that Hollywood has consistently shown it cares nothing
about. If the film was any longer
though, the characters would become boring and tiresome.
Third, and last, the film is not as
rollickingly funny as one would hope
it would be. The humor is spotty at
best, although it does have its mo-

ments (The government shooting
surface to air missiles at the Santa
Claus imposter is definitely a scene
to write home about).
The films plethora of songs almost makes in seem like an animated opera, and because of this it
takes about fifteen minutes to get
used to listen to the lyrics for plot
details. Once you get used to it,
however, it's quite enjoyable, and
Elfman's songs should populate the
Oscar category for Best Song.
The real star of Nightmare is its
superb animation. The visuals, both
spectacular and gross, keep the film
interesting during its lulls (Watch
out for what the Oogie-Boogie man
is really made of!)
After it's all over, you can't help
but wonder, "what's the point?"
Burton, Elfman, and Selick apparently did not realize that The Little
Mermaid, Beauty and the Beast, and
Aladdin were all so endearing because the directors made the audience care about its character's fates.
You cannot identify with any of the
emotions that Nightmare's characters feel, and one really could care
less about their fates. Despite its
plethora of faults. Nightmare Before Christmas, somehow rises
above them for an enjoyable movie
experience. It's fun anyway.

Costume —
Continued from page 6
much trouble coming up with costumes. They found materials for
their outfits in a wide range of places.
While some made new purchases,
others recycled old Halloween costumes from roommates and family

members.
"It's not really difficult to come
up with a costume because there's a
Salvation Army anywhere you go,"
said Eric Friedman ('97) who was
dressed as the cowardly lion from
the Wizard of Oz.
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Arts & Entertainment
SAC movie Nov. 5-7 Sommersby, Fri. and Sat. 7 , 9 p.m. and 12 a.m.
nightly, Sun. 6 p.m.
Knickerbocker Theatre Nov. 3-4 December Bride, 7 and 9 nightly
Nov. 5, 8 &9 Dr. Bethune nightly 7 p.m. and 9:15 nightly
Nov. 6 at 1 and 3:15p.m.
Nov. 6 Grand Rapids Symphony at 8 p.m.
Nylcerk Cup CompetitionNov. 6 at 8 p.m., Holland Civic Center
Art Exhibition Until Nov. 21, MArt For Activist" Depree Art Gallery

Campus Events
Seminar English Seminar Thur. Nov. 4,11 a.m., Dinment 16
Nursing home visitationWed. Nov. 3 6 p.m, meet in Maas
Career Fitness: Exercising Your Optionscall x7950 to register, Sligh Bldg.
May Term in MexicoNov. 4 al 6 p.m. Peale B27
Stories readingNov. 4 at 7 p.m., Maas Aud.
There is Life after a Humanities MajorNov. 4 at 7:30 p.m. Cook Aud..
Spanish Club presents "La linea del cielo"-

Nov. 4 al 8 p.m., Winanls Aud.
Enquiring Minds Discussion GroupNov. 5 at 4:30 p.m., Kletz
Study abroad in France & West AfricaNov. 9 at 11 a.m.. Graves 201

Student Organizations
Fellowship of Christian Students Mon., 7:30 p.m. in Dinment 12 •InterVarsity Christian Fellowship Fri., 8:30 in Otle rm., Phelps Hall
ACOA - (Adult Children of Alcoholics)
Mon. contact Counseling Center call x7945
Environmental Issues Group Thur., 6 p.m. in Lubbers 107
Amnesty International Thur., 7 p.m. in Barber rm., Phelps
Student Congress Thurs., 8 p.m. in Maas Conference rm. Public
welcome
Nurses Christian Fellowship Fri., 8:30-9:45 a.m. in Georgetown United Methodist Church
Women's Issues Organization Tues., 11 a.m., in WI Center, Chapel Basement
Habitat for HumanityThur., 6:30 p.m., Dinment 10
Eating Disorders Support GroupTues., contact Counseling Center x7845
Spanish G u b Wed., 7:30 p.m. in Graves 201
Sexual Assull Support GroupThur. Contact Counseling Center x7945

Gail The Anchor (x7877) with additional times and dates of campus events
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LISTEN TO
WTHS 89.9
FOR HOW YOU CAN WIN TICKETS!!!

THE ONLY WAY TO WIN IS TO LISTEN!
COMING SOON:
2ND ANNUALTOYS FOR TOTS"
FEATURING:
THE VOICE, WALLY PLEASANT, AND MORE!!!
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